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ASRIU lobbyist pushes. equitable funding agenda at Capitol
BY KYLE GORHAM
NewsReporter
TheArbiter
doing myjob otherwise."
Skaggs said the legisla-
ture and the State Board of
Education have acknowledged
the problem with inequitable
funding and that there are
plans in the works to remedy
the issue. However, state hold-
backs have prevented the ac-
cumulation of money needed
to attain equity in the state's
allocation of higher education
funding, he said. The plan is
simply waiting to be funded.
Nonetheless, Skaggs acknowl-
edged the opportunities that
may be available this legisla-
tive session.
He said the importance
of bringing equitable fund-
ing to the legislature stems
from Idaho Governor Dirk
Kempthorne's plan to hold
nearly $75million dollars from
the state budget as a contln-
gencyfund.
"What I'm saying is with
close to $75 million in extra
dollars, why not step up to the
plate and break loose that one-
time funding and get that part
balanced away,"he said.
Providing Idaho colleges
with a one-time lump sum
funding stems from recom-
mendations made by an out-
side firm to help restore equi-
tability in the state's allocation
practices.
With increased pressure
on enrollment of Idaho insti-
tutions in recent years, con-
cerns about the effectiveness
of the state's funding alloca-
tion methods were voiced by
the universities and also in
the state legislature. The State
Board of Education respond-
ed in 2001 by hiring MGT of
America -- a company with
experience in the financing of
public higher education - to ex-
amine funding methods.
The MGT of America study
evaluated the methods used by
the state ofIdaho to fund its in-
stitutions to determine if there
was an inequity problem. The
study looked at how Idaho in-
stitutions -- Boise State, Idaho
Boise State lobbyists are con-
tinuing to work for equitable
funding methods for higher
education in Idaho this legisla-
tive session -- an issue compli-
-cated by a tight state budget.
Associated Students of Boise
State Lobbyist James Skaggs
said pushing for improved
state funding methods ranks
high on the lobbying agenda.
"It's just because we're the
lowest funded out of the four
institutions," Skaggs said. "If
weweren't continuing with eq-
uitable funding, I wouldn't be
MARTIN LUTHER
KING, JR. DAY
CELEBRATED
A group of Boise residents marched to
the Statehouse Monday, Jan. 19 for the
annual celebration of Martin Luther
King. Jr. Day. As the crowd moved, they
shouted out energetic slogans such
as, "Idaho is too groat for hate" and
carried banners honoring King. There
was a diverse crowd, including the
Boise State Green Party and Pro-Ufe
advocates. Boise State student Neb
Joyner ad~ressed the crowd on the
Capitol steps, stating Idahoans no
longer face cross-racial problems,
but instead face the issue of people
turning against one another inter-
racially. Joyner continued by saying.
children are killing other children,
families are ignoring one another,
and hate is prospering without the
influence of race. The crowd responded
enthusiastically as he encouraged them
to make a change.
Eighteen years after his
start at Boise State as the
dean of the College ofArts and
Sciences, Daryl Jones, provost
and vice president ofacadem-
ic affairs,
sent an
e-mail to
all Boise
State fac-
ulty and
staff an-
nouncing
his im-
pending
retirement
scheduled
for June of
this year.
Jones has
served as BSU's provost and
vice president of academic af-
fairs since 1991, though at the
time of his retirement he will
have been an administrator
within the field' of higher ed-
ucation for 30 years. In that
amount of time, he has seen --
as well helped create -- a great
deal many changes within the
Boise State community.
And, with BSU poised to
complete its transition from
a community college into
a serious academic univer-
sity, Jones outlined what he
thought some of BSU's chal-
lenges might be in the coming
months and years, programs
that are already serving the
university well, and his own
plans for retirement.
Much has been made in the
past year about Boise State's
role in the Boise community
and the need to foster abet-
ter relationship between the
two. Dr. Jones agreed with
the idea:
"From the State Board of
Education we're really ijJiilti-:
fied as Idaho's metropolitan
institution and I think -Dr.
Kustra has focused on that
as a way in which Boise State
can be distinctive, and really
meet the needs of a. growing
metropolitan area that will in
turn serve all of the state and
the region... So, we've been
working for some time to do
ness," scheduled' Monday, sented on Tuesday, Feb. 17at 1 that but I think now there's
Feb. 9 at 10a.m., will bring ex- p.m, This workshop is speclfi- sort of a renewed energy and
perts from the Family Court cally for those who recognize a focus to really ratchet up
Services for the Fourth Judicial issues and problems within ., the academic quality here at
District, Boise Women's and their relationship, but do not theinstitution ...It's been a
Children's Alliance, Idaho see divorce as an option. Panel very successful undergrad;t~
Legal Aid Services and the members will include coun- ate institution, but now we re
Idaho Volunteer Lawyers selors JromBSU.inaddition going to move to that next
Program. to the .Boise State to .community professionals' step..•We~vebeen.·wllenged
campus fora discussion afthe 'frllined in couple and Jamily . by growth and Umited,~-
services available to those who eonmet resolution. More in- .. sourcesan~llvery broa4mls-
are struggling wtth.separation formation and pre-reglstra- I. ·siol1~;ObY10!1!!ly.,our mission
and divorce issues. tion for these events can behasto pe rep-ned and,focused.
'Finally,"ResolvingProblems 0.. btal 0.. e~ by~o.nta .,G.ti. ·ng--4he.-- _~lU~een,..1S t.>.o~m~.7!lt~t,JP~~§tl1.e.,.,. .,.,in Relationships" will bepre~ Women s Center at 426-4259. ..•.·.·'>;r , ge3"
.. _., ',' _"" -".~"_o.. :. ;';::;._">~'_:'
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State, Lewis and Clark State,
and the University of Idaho -
- ranked against each other
and also how they ranked with
regards to peer universities
throughout the country.
The conclusions made by the
company showed that Idaho's
funding methodologies result-
ed in inequities, both between
the-four Idaho institutions and
also their peer universities. The
study stated that many factors
contribute to differences in
funding between the schools,
but ultimately concluded there
was a problem with Idaho's
funding methods.
In the second phase of the
study, MGTprovided some rec-
Women's Center offers relationship help
ofthe BSU student body, the Women Lawyers Inc. -- will
Boise State Women's Center discuss the legal processes in
will present a four-part work-Idaho 'regarding' separation,
It's common knowledge that shop series entitled, ."Know divorce and child custody.
a large portion of Boise State's Your Rights: Addressing mis- On Thesday,Feb. 3 at 1 p.m.,
student body falls into a cat- information about the areas professional mediators will be
, egory best dascribed'asr'ncn- ofdivorce, custody, separation on hand to discuss and field
traditional". It's also common and child support," beginning questions regarding parent-
knowledge that "non-tradi- Monday, Jan. 26 atlO a.m. ing classes; child custody and'
tional" students. frequently The -flrst presentation will mediation, as well as impor-
have concerns and interests be moderated by former Idaho tant child support issues.In a
that deviate from the concerns. . Supreme Court 'Iustice C"athy worksh,opentitled, "Managing
of traditional students. . Silak and is entitled, The. Conflicti When the Little Ones
. Iri-llnefforttorecognize-and--Law-Spellks Up.~ Apanel of Count.~·<-~-'~- '
address the--,special conce~ns attorneys-, members of Idaho "Relationship Res()urceful":'
BY GRETA KRANZ
NewsEditor
ommendatlons to help fix the
problem -- among which was
the one-time lump sum, yet to
be distributed.
Skaggs said fixing the ineq-
uity problem and increased
funds from the state could sty-
mie the rising matriculation
fees that Boise State students
are paying. Matriculation fees
constitute a large part of the
costs of attending the univer- .
sity.
"The only way we can hold
that fee down is if the state
ponies up more dollars," he
added,
Daryl Jones
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Jones
retiring
after 18
years of
university
leadership
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is going 'to be' more like. 'When
you read a book, most people are
reading from left to right. start to
finish.
, "Whereas If you hit on a Web
site, every person's 'experience
with a Web site is going to be dif-
ferent. No one is going to click on
the same links in exactly the same
order."
A 2002 summit held in Berlin set
out to define basic tenets for the
21st century, using New Literacy.
There were five types of literacies
promoted: technology, informa-
tion, media creativity, global, and
literacy with responsibility.
KRTPHOTO
Dr.WilliamKist, a professor
at KentStateUniversity'sStark
Campuswith his students.
TJi~ry suggests readingWllItie
done in high·tech mannerin future,,',
BYELBERr STARKS 1lI
Knight Ridder Newspapers
(KRT)
"1 wouldsay, in a nutshell. the
, theory is that we human beings
'are going to read in a different
manner in the 21st century than
we did In the 20th century," Kist
said.
"We are going to spend more
time in front of a screen than we
spent in front of a page.
"Now that doesn't mean that
we're not going to need to have
to know how to read print. That's
absolutely imperative," Kist said.
"However, this theory ... Is saying
that-the way we read and write is
going to be different. It's going to
be nonlinear."
Nonlinear reading? New
Literacy? Are these simply esoteric
terms with vague meanings?
If you use the Internet regularly,
at work or at home, the answer is
no. If you play video games on-
line, where you interact with other
players using created characters,
you're already doing it. ,
"Do you remember those books,
'Choose Your Own Adventures'?"
Kist said. "That's what reading'
AKRON. Ohio -- It's easy to de-
fine literate as "able to read and
write."
_ What happens, however. if the
recognized tools for literacy such
as books, pencils and paper give
way to Internet chats with stream-
ingvideo?
What If, in the age of text mes-
saging and 250 TV channels,
youths grow increasingly discon-
nected from the printed word and
find other ways to process infor-
mation and communicate?
A concept being discussed in
some quarters, and taught and
implemented in others, is called
New Literacy.
Dr. William Kist, a professor
at Kent State University's Stark
Campus, is a proponent of it, has
researched it extensively, written
papers and an upcoming book on
the subject, and teaches it to his
students.
RELATIONSHIP RIGHTS FREE WORKSHOP SERIES
call the Women's Center at 426-4259 to register
all pre-registered participants will receive a resource handbook
BOI~E +STATE
, I I' ( I ii' ,
Monday February 9th, 10am
A valuable resource Is knowledge. Panel members
from a variety of community organizations will provide
information about support services available for those
struggllng'with divorce, custody, and separation issues.
Monday, January 26, 10am
A panel of judges and attorneys will address the legal
aspects of divorce, custody, separation and child
support, along with legal processes, rights and logistics
Involved in state's standard procedures,
~Man~giri'[~eoriflict, :,: ,.' :'f'~
~iWhe!1'the$L1ttleOnes CoLint?j Tuesday February 17, 1pm
Designed for those who don't seedivorce as an option,
but recognize that they are struggling. The panel will
Include counselors from Boise State and professionals
from the community who are trained in helping families
and couples resolve conflicts.
Tuesday, February 3, 1pm
Professional mediators will answer questtons
surrounding the state's requirements about parenting
classes, child custody mediation, why mediation is
important, and child support issues.
all workshops will be held in the Farnsworth Room in the Student Union
Sponsored by the Boise State Women's Center and the Boise State Students of Conflict Management Services'. .
AS SEEN ON THE BLUE
COLLAR COMEDY TOUR!
Gay student group lights lor recognition by Seton Hall
Anthony Romeo says he only
wants the camaraderie and
recognition that other students
at Seton Hall University have. ,
After all, he argues, there
are more than 100 student
groups and clubs recognized
on campus in which students
sort themselves based on ev-
erything from ethnicity to hob --
bies.
But Romeo's TRUTH organi-
zation, a support group for les-
bian, gay, bisexual, transgen-
der, and homosexual students,
BYPATlliCIAALEX
The Record (KRT)
has had a tougher time of it at '
the Catholic university.
The group's application for
university recognition was de-
nied last month because ad-
ministrators found it at odds
with the school's Catholic mis-
sion.
"The most compelling guid-
ance from the church directs
us to care for the human per-
son whose fundamental iden-
tity is as a "child of God," not
a "heterosexual" or "homosex-
ual," wrote Dr. Laura Wankel,
vice president for student af-
fairs. "No organization based
solely upon sexual orientation
may receive formal university
recognition."
Though it denied the group
official recognition, the uni-
versity said TRUTH may op-
erate on campus, apply for
funds from the office of stu-
dent affairs, and post educa-
tional events, meetings, and
programs. The group cannot,
however, host social events or
sponsor religious services or
activities.
The half-a-loaf approach
is part of a balancing act that
has played itself out at Catholic
colleges and universities
across the country, Catholic
academe's version of "don't
ask, don't tell." Official church
teaching condemns homos ex-
ual acts,
"With public colleges,
it's pretty straightforward,
they have to recognize these
groups," said Nick Sakurai,
director of the US Student
Association's Lesbian, Gay,
Bisexual, and Transgender
Empowerment Project. "With
private ones it's a little more
gray. I've seen Catholic col-
leges that do recognize LGBT
student groups, but it seems to
vary from diocese to diocese."
746 W. Main St. - 386-1900
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Kansas students,
lawmakerdebate
university sex
education class
BYCOLLEEN MCCAIN
NELSON
The Dallas Morning News
(KRT)
LAWRENCE, Kan. -- On the
University of Kansas cam-
pus, a scantily clad student
strikes a provocative pose for
a photographer.
In a classroom, images of
sexual encounters flicker
-across a screen as students
silently take notes.
As an election year cranks
up, with caucuses in neigh-
boring Iowa on Monday,
the candidates are mired in
Medicare and the war on ter-
ror. But at this Midwestern
school, a human sexuality
class and a sexually charged
calendar are the issues.
The separate controver-
sies have spurred students
to consider the boundaries of
academic freedom and free-
dom of expression. "This has
brought a debate to campus
that's worth having," says
Brian Thomas, a KU senior.
Long considered a left-
leaning outpost in a large-
ly right-wing state, the
University of Kansas sparked
a statewide political debate
and a national discussion
with its support for a popu-
lar class devoted to human
sexuality.
The discussion started
when a state senator took an
interest in a class she deemed
obscene.
For more than two de-
cades, Dennis Dailey, a so-
cial welfare professor who
has received frequent acco-
lades from his peers and his
students, has taught a sexu-
ality class that draws stand-
ing-room-only crowds of500
students.
But when her intern raised
questions about the cur-
riculum and its execution,
Republican lawmaker Susan
Wagle sought to deny fund-
ing to Dailey's department.
The course, "Human
Sexuality in Everyday Life,"
includes frank discussions
about sexual development
and expression. Students
view educatlonal films that
show homosexual sex and
masturbation.
Wagle registered several
complaints about the class
saying that some material~
were obscene and suggesting
that the professor used vul-
gar "street language" in class.
Auniversity investigation de-
termined that the allegations
were without merit.
But Wagle's declarations
that the class is pornograph-
ic and her attempts to per-
suade the Legislature to rein
in a highly regarded profes-
sor prompted a renewed level
of student activism.
Students jumped into the
political fray, collecting peti-
tions, contacting administra-
tors and making their voices
heard. Wagle and a couple of
students turned up on Fox
News' "The O'Reilly Factor"
to respond to the host's ques-
tion: "Perv or prof?"
For most on campus, the
answer was obvious.
"If the curriculum doesn't
fit within your beliefs, speak
up, and if you're really of-
fended, don't take the class,"
Thomas says. "It's an elec-
tive class, and it always has
been." -
Still, when the state pays
the bills, a public university
can't dismiss lawmakers'
views.
"They fund us, and they.
have the right to look into
what we're doing and
whether it's appropriate,"
says Blake Shuart, director
of the Student Legislative
Awareness Board. But Shuart
and other students say they
were concerned about the
prospect oflegislators micro-
managing class content.
While Wagle's attempts to
freeze state funds failed, she
succeeded in compelling the
Legislature to adopt a policy
on the use of explicit materi-
als in the classroom.
NEWS
Idaho Suicide
Prevention to
offer workshop
for volunteers
MONICA PRICE
News Reporter
Despite its reputation as a
great place to live filled with
boundless activities and pris-
tine wildlife, the state of Idaho
suffers from one of the highest
rates of suicide in the U.S.
According to a recent study
by the American Association of
Suicidology, Idaho has the sev-
enth highest rate of completed
suicides in the nation. From
1999-2001, there were 14.4 sui-
cides for every 100,000 versus
the national average of 10.7 sui-
cides per 100,000 in 2000.
"We are constantly in the top
ten:' said Cindy Clark, profes-
sor of nursing.
Limited suicide prevention
resources, as well as the stigma
attached to mental health is-
sues, make suicide prevention
a difficult problem to resolve.
However, state leaders have
created a comprehensive sui-
cide prevention plan.
One part of the effort to ad-
dress the issue is the Idaho
Suicide Prevention's crisis in-
tervention-training program
that begins at 6 p.m. on Friday,
Jan. 23 and runs through
Sunday, Jan. 25. The train-
ing will take place in room
C138 of BSU's Communication
Building and will provide valu-
able information in an attempt
to help curb Idaho's suicide
rate. The program is aimed at
training possible volunteers
for the state's suicide hotline,
but any interested individual is
welcome to attend. There is no
cost to attend, but all partici-
pants will be asked to complete
a confidential questionnaire
and interview, as well as sign
a code of ethics before comple-
tion of the training program,
Those participants that are in-
terested in volunteering for the
hotline will also be asked for a
one-year commitment to the
program.
The program will cover both
facts and myths surrounding
suicide, identify warning signs
and instruct on intervention
strategies. In addition, ethical
implications in dealing with
suicide will be addressed.
Idaho's suicidehotline oper-
ates from 2 p.m. to 2 a.m. each
day and is staffed entirely by
volunteers. Each call is confi-
dential. The number is 1-800-
564-2120.
Jones
from page 1
challenge - - that three -fold
challenge is what we're going
to have to face ...We're being
asked to do everything, but
we're really not being given
the resources to do it. That's
one of the reasons we have to
focus."
Jones also discussed the
ne~ly implemented ways in
which BSU can work to refine
its focus, such as raising the
academic admission require-
ments:
"I think its a necessity and I
think its good for the institu-
tion in the long run. Obviously,
we don't want to dilute the
quality of what we're doing
and if we have more people
than we can handle, we're do-
1ng an injustice to everyone.
The difficulty, of course, is
that it means that some people
are not going to have that open
access to education in the val-
ley that historically Boise State
has provided."
In his recent state of the
university address, President
Kustra focused on BSU's cur-
rent five year graduation rate
of 26% and the need to make
improvements. Jones point-
ed out that while the current
graduation rate is low, BSU
has already ": .implemented
a number of things to improve
the graduation rate-not the
least of which is increasing
the admissions standard."
"If people come in who are
more qualified, more of them
are going to graduate faster.
Some ofthat [the current rate]
is a function of the kind of
student who attends BSU...We
have large numbers of work-
ing students and as a result,
they work more and take few-
er credits ...However, part of it
gets back to a variety of reten-
tion techniques that we can
employ here ...You find out, for
example, that if students are
active in student organiza-
tions they're much more like-
ly to stay in school to gradu-
ate and to graduate faster. So
there are a variety of things
like that-building a sense of
community, changing the ad-
missions standards, having
various support mechanisms
for students in place, greater
faculty engagement with stu-
dents-all of those things can
help us enhance those gradu-
ation rates. We've made a good
start and they've been improv-
ing but we still have farther to
go ..."
Dr. Jones also expressed his
enthusiasm for the Boise State
programs:
"We're a very young insti-
tution and we've had lots of
challenges to meet with lim-
ited resources. In light of
that we have made absolutely
astounding progress ...if you
look at how rapidly we've been
changing and improving that's
pretty exciting, For example,
in the area of research - which
PAGE 3
is .another way of bringing
resources into the institu-
tion - we have made extraor-
dinary strides in increasing
the research funding. We've
hired lots of faculty who are
active in research: they have
sophisticated research agen-
das, they are well-known in
their fields --nationally and
internationally -- and they
are bringing in funds that help
the entire institution. Another
great strength at this institu-
tion is ...good teaching and a
very strong commitment to
students and to high quality
teaching. In the last 10 years,
8 out of 10years we've received '
the Carnegie Foundation for
the Advancement of Teaching
Idaho Professor of the year ..".
One of the other programs
that Dr. Jones is particular-
ly proud of is the College of
Engineering in which he had a
role in creating, The College
of Engineering attracts excel-
lent students, as well as fund-
ing and reputation for Boise
State. "It has really positioned
us to that first rank of educa-
tional institution".
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From the director of LEGALLY BLONDE
KateBosworth TopherGrace JoshDuhamel
In every love story, there's only room
for one leading man.
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SOId-out· comedy act blows away BoIse_IfIeACe u&oming
BYDANMCNEESE
A&EWrlter
The Arbiter
Niki Lindgren joined the
Second City cast at the start
of this year. With a BA In
theatre, she has appeared
at ImprovOlympics and
Upright Citizens Brigade do-
ing her one-woman show,
"Photosynthesis of God and -
Man." Speaking with a nur-
turing voice, her persona is
extremely pleasant, and she is
an honor to talk to.
DM: The chemistry between
you guys [SC cast] seems re-
ally good, are there some off
nights some times?
NL: Urn, I wouldn't say off
nights, sometimes things
based group. Conversely, seeming
un-phased at the idea of being in
the shadow of their former casts'
limelight. Doing what is considered
by some to be a more rigorous job
than SNL, the sextet performed a
wide range of comedy that went
beyond the range of television.
From intra to encore, the troop foot
lighted in a comedic fashion from
borderline controversial to inanely
simple.
The most noticeable oftalents be-
ing the chemistry between them,
it was evident they were having
as much fun as the audience. At
one point during the 'movie night'
sketch, cast members Ithamar
Enriquez and Jenny Hagel giggled
as Enriquez mimicked a movie
projector. The pana-mime wasn't
intended to make Hagel laugh, nor
intended for the sketch. Regardless,
neither broke character and played
off each other's cues professionally.
But the star of the night was pos-
sible Farley follow up Frank Caeti.
With the energy and charismatic
quality Chris Farley, two-thirds the
size and more established, Caeti
ripped up the stage with a variety
of Characters.
Sweet heart Niki Lindgren had
the most diverse of characters. And
a great time was had by all.
know, the things we're really
good at. Like the things were
really good at might be differ-
ent from somebody else. Like
character work.. Everybody's
there for each other.
DM: Your guys' energy level
was really high. How do you
get prepared before you go on
stage every night and change
characters just like that?
NL: It's something we're
trained to do; all of us just
love. It's our passion, you
know. The way we change
characters comes from with-
NL: Yeah, it's so ·funny ...
We're so thrilled to perform
with each other. We really re-
spect what each person has
because you can tell with
the group there are six dif-
ferent energies ...we all have
our pluses and minuses. You
just don't flow as well, and
that could depend on a mil-
lion different things. But for
the most part everyone is re-
ally on their toes and we love
watching each other.
DM: It seemed like Frank
[Caeti] was going to bust up
a couple of times, he had to
move off stage a little bit.
Mechanistic Lover Part 2
The Virgin has
Become Extinct
BY BRANDON
FOLLETI
Special to The Arbiter
Sex shops pop up
across America
Web porn watched on
toilets,
at the state capitol,
in the bed.
The porn gets thinner,
laptops get slimmer,
while you get fatter.
Those who shy away
from Larry Flint
dream through
Hollywood.
They forget the stars
don't own their bodies
and the sex
choreographed.
The mind
compromised
for electric toys,
air brushed computer-
generated bodies
and good acting
coaches
in the name of
boredom
and insecurity.
Technology has
homogenized sex.
There are standards
now, people!
A conversation:
Your stomach feels
pudgy,
tongue doesn't taste
like Scope,
breasts look better in
the bra.
Your orgasm intensity
fails to compare
to the scene in Monster
Ball.
Wait Wait Stop the
Sex!!!!!!!
You forgot to recharge
the batteries.
Images bombard even
the innocent.
On a conscious level,
how many times
have you made love
think the moment
special and original
but subconsciously
performed a scene
from a block buster
movie
or worse yet
a 30 -second NYPD Blue
commercial.
Yes folks
have you been A+
students?
Show me how much
you can regurgitate
or sadly
how dead
your imagination,
creativity, dnd
personality
has become.
Technology has made
the VIRGIN extinct.
Brandon Follett is the author
o!"Mental Foreplay for the
Classics," subtitled "Always
Remember When tl'e Heart's
Cold the Bladder Is Full of
Warmth."
You can purchase his book,
piUS "Veronica" and the
"Mental Foreplay" cds at
tI,e following locations in
Boise: Flying M Coffee House.
Log Cabin Literary Center.
Record Exchange, Hastings
on Fairview Rd .• and the Book
and Game Company. You may
also purchase them online at
www.emeritusrecords.comor
www.nexusunderground.com.
in. The main thing with im-
prove is just having fun.
DM: Do you consider, up
until now, this to be your pin-
nacle? Or are you aiming for,
dare I say it, SNL?
NL: Everybody's different.
This was one of my goals,
moving to Chicago and being
on the touring company. I am
absolutely thrilled to be a part
of it. I think I speak for us all
when I say that we all want to
aspire to something after this,
It's kind ofllke, ifwe are proud
of what we do and we are
working with people that we
love we're going to keep put-
IllUSTRATION BY
DAVID HABBEN
ting stuff out there that makes
us feel good.
DM: Is it hard to not push
the envelope too far? Have
you guys gone over the edge
sometimes?
NL: One of the things
Second City tries to do is push
the envelope. Some people
squirm in their seats but there
is a tolerance, espeCially tour-
ing. But we do try to push the
envelope, to get people to
think and have an opinion
about the issues going on in
the world.
PHOTO BY MARY DAWSON/THE ARBITER
Ani DiFranco breaks her own musical barriers with E:lucated Guess, an album that speaks to listeners about
life's constant irrationalities.
Righteous babe Ani DiFranco salutes
the "i-word" with new solo record-BYJESSICA ADAMSManaging EditorThe Arbiter
"Life-knocked me off my plat-
forms / so i pulled out my first
pair of boots ... and suited up
for the long walk / back to my-
self." Simply titled, "Platforms,"
the first track on Ani DiFranco's
latest CD Educated Guess is re-
flective of her most recent di-
version.
From the raw folk/punk tunes
of her early performances,
through the jazz/funk grooves
she created while touring with
a five- piece band - to the twists
and turns of her current work as
a solo artist -singer/songwriter/
guitarist Ani DiFranco's restless
creativity continues to lead her
listeners into new territory.
DiFranco created her twen-
ty-third release almost en-
tirely solo - right down to the
handcrafted insert featuring
her ownpoetry and· paintings.
She does all of the playing,
singing, recording and mix-
ing on Educated Guess. Her lat-
est work of art is more honest,
more down -to -earth (if you can
imagine), than anything previ-
ously delivered by the self-de-
scribed "Little folksinger."
The ever-evolving musician
fans have become so intimate
with has blossomed once again,
her compelling delivery of poet-
ry a little more open each time.
DiFranco has arrived.
She is assertive on politi-
cal grounds, an all-powerful
Amazon warrior who refuses
to be treated as some snivel-
ing girl.
With all her righteous rage,
DiFranco delves as deep as
the listener dares to go. With'
regard for all the women and
men who came before us who
have worked hard for equality,
DiFranco salutes the feminist
struggle in what is perhaps the
most important track on this
album - a track titled, "Grand
Canyon."
Listeners would be wise to
raise a toast to feminism as
DiFranco calls out, "coolest f-
word ever deserves a fucking
shout / i mean why can't all
decent men and women call
themselves feminists? lout of
respect I for those who fought
forthis ... ."
Part of who she is as an art-
ist means to write poetry and
songs that reflect real life. She
addresses the life of the streets,
the life of nations, the lives of
people coping with power or
its absence, and looking for
joy through the loneliness and
complexities of human rela-.
tionships. And she does so
with two basic instruments,
both of which are constants in
the m~sician's ever-changing
world: her trusty acoustic and
her unique voice.
DiFranco recorded Educated
Guess partly in New Orleans, La.
and partly at home in Buffalo,
N.Y. DiFranco has just finished
restoring a long-neglected
church in her hometown where
she will relocate Righteous
Babe's headquarters.
In addition to DiFranco's own
prolific career, her indie la-
bel has produced several other
artists, including Hammel on
Trial, the opening act in her
2003 tour.
DiFranco's latest release
Educated Guess is slated, to ap-
pear on record store shelves
Jan. 20,
celebrating choices: then and
now
We meke choices .very dey of outlives. Do
we choose to stand up for what is right even if
it gets us Into trouble? Dr do wa just follow the
crowd? Would we stend up to the class bully
or pley illafe?
History shows us that certein choices
determined whether people lived or died.
The Contemporary Holocaust Education
Foundation ballavas that aducating paopla
about tha Holocaust can halp us mova bayond
the apathy and ignorance oftha pastto combat
bigotry and racism in tha future.
Boisa, Idaho Is tha inaugural site for tha
axhlbit ·Cholcas: Through tha Eyas of the
Studants· from tha Contemporary Holocaust
Education Foundation. The Idaho Stat a
Historical Museum is hosting tha exhibit be-
fore ittours several states in the U.S.
The axhibit explores the choicas that young
people made befora and during the Holocaust
and tha choices they make today. Focusing on
the Holocaust as a starting point for under-
standing human rights issuas today, it includes
tha personal stories of young paopla who have
facad difficult dacisions whan confrontad with
moral issuas. Rara archival photos from tha
past and tha prasantara also' shown.
·Choices· will ba on exhibit at tha Idaho
Stata Historical Musaum through January 25,
2004. Tha musaum is located at 610 N. Julia
Davis Driva near tha entrance of Julia Davis
Park.
For furthar information on hours and admis-
sion, contactlhaldaho State Historical Sociaty
at334-2120.
After a sold out performance
last year, the Second City com-
edy troop returned to. Boise State
for another sold out show Thesday
night. Slicing and dicing hypoc-
risy, SC opened the show with sev-
eral sketches mocking the state of
the union, terrorists in church and
a hilarious medley about the ter-
rorist alert system called "terrorist
rainbow".
Toning down the political issues
but still pushing the envelope, the
six traveling improvotours acted
out an array of characters and skits
with the manic energy of children.
With many of the sketches' re-
hearsed, almost half of the perfor-
mance was improvised. A fifteen-
minute encore that included the
audiences' ideas was acted out with
the quickness and humor of any-
thing that could be on Whose Line
is it Anyway?
Primarily known for there alum-
ni which include former SNL cast
members John Bulushi, Chris
Farlly, Dan Akroid and Tina Fey, to
name a few, The Second City let on
to how talented one must be to act
in this traveling leg of the Chicago
Nampa features nationally
acclaimed play
The Music Theatre of Idaho, a musical the-
atre company in residence at the Nampa Civic
Center, announcas production oltha Broadway
smash hit, Les Miserablas, schooladition.
This Iull-scale musical Is the same lncred-
ibla play that ran on klroadwayfor over 16yaArs
and was the winner of multiple Tony Awards in
1987. Les Miserablas has baan referred to as
"the most popular musical in history," and "the
most wall-loved musical of all tim a." It is un-
daniablathattha music is simply astonishing in
beauty and complexity.
An epic saga of social injustica, Las
MIserablas follows the IIfa of Jean Valjaen.
imprisoned for nlnetaen yaars for stealing
e loaf of braad. Aftar his releasa, Valjaan is
houndad ralantlassly for braaking his perola
by the fanatic polica inspactor Javarl. In tha
and, Javart's obsassion leads the two man 10 a
confrontation in tha sawers of Paris; a disputa
from which only ono oftham will welk away.
Subplots involva charactars from the sub·
limaly romantic Eponina and Marius to tha ab·
surdlyfunny innkaepar and hiswifa. Ultimataly,
tha theme - which is as universal today as in
history - is this: To lova anothar parson is to
saathe feca of God.
Tha Music Thaatra of Idaho, iu conjunction
with tha MTI Acadamy oltha Arts, will prasant
this amazing production on January 29, 30 and
31 at 7:30 p.m, and also on January 31 atl :30
p.m. All parformancaswill ba hald intha Brandt
Auditorium of tha Nampa Civic Center,located
at3113rd SI. South.
Tickets are $10, plus tax and any handling.
They cen be purchasad at the MTI ticket office
et 203 9th Ave. South in Nampa. or online at
www.mtionline.org.
"Survival U" Introduces students
to reward, perils of college life
Boise Stete University has purchased the
rights to parform the
nationally recognized orientation skit
·Survival U· as part of new
samestar orientation activitias for students
and the community.
·Survival U· is a humorous performance that
focuses on events incoming
freshmen face as thay begin schoolatlhe uni-
versity. Topics covered in
the play includa sex, laaving homa, campus
safety, drugs and alcohol,
stress, financial management and mora.
The skit is directed by Boisa State theatra erts
senior Jody .
Swanson from Mountain Homa. Tha cast is
comprised of four Boisa State .. '
stud ants: Swenson; Mike Williams from
Canada. a biology major and a
member of the Boise State footballtaam; Alax
Guerraro from the
Dominican RepUblic. a mass communications
major and elso a member of the
BSU football team; and Boisean Mary
Sansolta, a theatre arts major.
"Survival U· will show at 7 p.m. Tuesday, Jan.
27; 2 and 7 p.m.
Wednesday, Jan. 28. All performances will be
in the Special Events
Center and are free to students and the public.
Variety reigns In Boise State art
exhibitions
Two art exhibitions will open on the Boise State
campus on
Frl1ay. Jan. 23. "Zero Zero Four: Faculty Art
Exhibition· will showcase
approximately 50 works from Boise 'State art
profassors. An opaning .
reception will ile held from 4:30-7:30 p.m. inthe
Boisa Stata Visual
Arts Center galleries, located in the Hemingway
Center and in the
Liberal Arts Building. The show runs through
Feb. 13.
·Zaitgeist: Spirit of the Time" takas its nama
from the German
word meaning spirit of the time orthataste end
outlook characteristic
of a period or generation. An opening reception
will ba held from .
5:30·7:30 p.m. Friday, Jen. 30, in tha Student
Union Gallery.
The juried art exhibition is organized by the
Boise StMa Visual Art Leagua and
will be in tha Student Union Gallery through
Feb. 19.
Both exhibits ere frea. Tha Visual Arts Center
gelleries are
open from 10 a.m.-6 p.m. Monday through
Friday end from noon-5 p.m.
Saturday. The Student Union Gallery is open
from 7 a.m.-ll p.m.
daily.
Home Porties
for Lodies ....
ROQ141K1 SpomUslS
tosltfuUy present
RomalKl EnhalK8l11!nt
prodUtts, hngerla
& mort In 1I1.lOII1!vrt
~. yuurown home.
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BYDAN MCNEESE
A&EWriter
. The Arbiter
Not knowing what a movie
is about before viewing can
be a good thing. Knowing too
much often ruins the expert-
ence of the film, and knowing
which actors and directors are
associated with a film can lead
to high expectations. In the
case of Big Fish, I knew little,
other than that Tim Burton di-
rected it.
The opening credits re-
vealed Mr. Pink him self, Steve
Buschimi, to be among other
major names in the cast. I usu-
ally go in to a movie with the
intent of being a critic, and
with Burtons' and Buschimis'
resume in mind I automatical-
ly had high expectations.
If The Movie Forrest Gump
started a new cinematic genre
i!
BY DANAKA OLIVER
A&EWriter
The Arbiter
I know its hard to believe,
but the BOI (a.k.a. Boise) has
its very own music produc-
tion company in its midst. The
entity that I refer to has actu-
ally been slowly moving up
the ranks for about 10 years. A
rap trio you may already know
as Mad Ro runs Uthasyde
Productions/Media. But did
you know that they produce
and record music for many lo-
cal and national artists as well
as provide' graphic design for
web sites? I didn't think so!
Here is a run down of what's up
with this creative crew.
The major players include
Acturus and L.C., both in
charge of the production and
recording, and Hacim, the
graphic design artist. All of
i1.."".•.L..i£tpZ4SU·.c·" ,mp ... UK, .•. 1 .,~, J 12
Reminiscent of Forrest
Gump, but separate in format,
Big Fish is a movie recounting
the fantesy-esque events in the
main characters' life. As a frus-
trated son gets sick of hearing
his father's lies, Dad boastfully
explains to anyone who will
listen about his adventures.
Instead of historical situations
that could have been real as in
Gump, Burton does a great job
of making the audience guess
as to how tall of a tale the sto-
ries are.
With all reenactments done
in flashback sequence - sans
the wavy lines - a wonderfully
written story is played out. So
well, that it takes away from
the predictable ending several
times with semi-misleading
foreshadowing. The absurdity
of the stories becomes a bit
much at times, but one is to re-
member that they're supposed
Uthasyde has worked with
legendary producers such as
Philly Bluntz of the Bay area
who produces E-40, as well
as Daddy-a of Stetsasonic.
For those of you that are into
old school, you'll remember
Stesasonic as one of the first
few rap groups out of New York
around the time of the Sugar
Hill Gang. These cats are doin'
bigthangs!
If you're interested in the
graphic side of this group,
you can 'check it out at
www.uthasyde.com. Hacim
has done the Mad Ro album
covers as well as mine, D-
Goddess (plug #2), Manu J,
ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
BigFish reels in the rating.
Local musicians expand talent nationwide
of Southerners-lounging-
around - reflecting - back- on-
their-story-filled-lives, then
Big Fish is a close follow up.
Big Fish stars ex-heroin
addict/Jedi Ewan McGregor
and my sophomore English
teachers' double ganger, Albert '
Finny. Both play the roll of
Dad, with McGregor as the
younger adventurous lead,
only betrayed in flashback.
Finney is the older, dying/lying
father conducting most of the
flashbacks on his deathbed.
The rest of the flashbacks are
left up to the son, played by
Billy Crudup and Marla Singer.
Director Tim Burton does
not let up in his comic book/
Goth style undertones that
he has been known for in the
past. With music by the ever-
employed Danny Elfman, Big
Fish maintains its enchanting
rhythm.
them are Boiseans and are ex-
tremely talented.
You can take a listen to some
of their work on albums put out
by Brokin Silence, Inferno and
Sincere of 168 entertainment
(featured last week). Other
artists incorporate Uthasyde
sounds, such as Pop Du Rilla
out of New York, Gater of
Seattle, and Nocturnal Rage,
the house band for Premium
Blend on Comedy Central host-
ed by D. L. Hugely. They even
produced some cuts for D-
, Goddess (That's me. Shameless
plug, I know.). In addition,
Uthasyde Productions is the
main Production Company
for Noc on Wood records out
'of Seattle. Seattle Rain Volume
3 is a mix CD that was recently
released; watch for free copies
of it on campus cuz you know
I'm going to hook ya'll up!
THEATRE AUDITIONS
PAGES .,
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, Quality of movie:
***.*Howweill liked the movie:
***
to be farfetched. Weather
Burton intended on this un-
clearity isn't known until the
end, when it's least expected.
I had a very hard time finding
things wrong with this film.
With two cups of coffee before
hand I had to pee. the whole
time. I watched the movie
start to end (and 25 minutes
of previews). I held it in be-
cause I was so intrigued by the
story line, I didn't want to leave
and miss what happened next.
After a while the urged subsid-
ed and I forgot I had to go be-
cause I was so lost in the film.
When it comes right down to
it, that's what a movie is sup-
posed to do, put the viewer into
the movie. Even with the high
expectations, I was truly im-
pressed with Big Fish .. .If any-
thing, because of Mr. Pink.
L.C.'s first release, and a whole
lot more. Acturus has agreed to
bless y'alJ with "the digits" for
those of you who are in need
of their services. Keep in mind
though that these are some
very busy men and make sure
that you come proper or don't
come at all!
Well that's it for now, but
watch this spot for upcoming
information on what you need
to know to get into the music
industry, including interviews
with local studios and some
bands with the major labels.
Until then, keep it real.
Uthasyde Productions:
1-877-515-0701.
I,
I
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AIR NATIONAL GUARD
Up to $3,000.00 Per Semester for
Full- Time Students m
• Montgomery GI Bill
• State Tuition Assistance
• Student Loan Repayment Program
Fuel Your Future_ --=S--- ..
,,- Air Nalional Guard
percentage of
accounts
retained at the
conclusion of the
summer. People
like us! It is nice
to know your
service is
superiorl
Calling all thespian hopefuls... .
Who• aged 18-20 for "The 15-Minute• ~pontaneous Musical."
Productions, Inc. Wh
Wh t. ere: Spontaneousa . Athree-part stage- Productions Community
show set to run February 18- Theatre, 1011 Williams St.
28. Need five men and three . .'
women ages 18-65 fortwo When:. 2 p.mt:,Jan. 24-25.'
C t ' For More information contact:comedic one-acts called "The onlac : Spontaneous MSGTGabe Usog
Monkeys" and "The Kingdom Productions at4Z9-1p15 , ,.... ' , " 42Z:5927 or.(BOO}621-,3909
of Dog." Also need one actress ¥~~f:.1~\rcf~~i,tt,:r-"i~~:';::i.',;~":~:L·.i'·'.:;::'··:;::··~·~:G,,,~.:,~.3 '''~·:·iA~. ".=:...,':";;':"-':",",*,-+::';;;';;':;"~;;';;~~~~~~;j~:~J:t:~::":"':""':':':':"":'
Already signed onwithsomeone else?
SO WHAT!
Have you been fooled into thinking you are bound by a
contract? WELL, JUST CRYMEA RIVERl
.'
You are NOT bound by any "sign·on II agreement with ANY company! Ask yourself, why do
some companies do that? Hint: It Is not because they are your best option111
If you are smart and ambitious, you wi II at least give us a call. How wi11you ever
know what we are wi11lngto pay you? We are already one of the top companies out therel
So DON'T SWEAT THE THREAT. If you've got what It takes, DON'T SING IT. BRING IT11
Ndbody comes close to our account retention or what we wi11pay youl1
Call: 208-351-1963 or 801-373-5323 or email:
dewey pestcontrol @hotmail.com
the number of
accounts sold
by Britt Balkcom.
Hewas our#1
rep and he was a
16' year rep. He
also broke the
record.by seiling
more than any 1.1
year rep, everl
Britt is founder of
the Mission Prep
club.
s,
number of
famous people
who bought pest
control from a
'Dewey Summer
Sales Rep.
*Drummer for
BLINK 182
*Singer ·98
degrees
*Lead Singer -
KORN
.*2 MLB players.
t: ta,
number of Leaders neededl
females who 19 original
worked with us spots.
last summer. ??
10n fu: p,:nm;,
the percentage of we are willing to
you experienced pay qualified
reps reading this Team Leaders!
ad who are sick You will croak!
of Pest Control Seriously. why
not call?
Come to our meeting on Tuesday,
February 3rd, 2004 in the
Johnson Room-in the
Student Union Building from 7pm-9pm.
• Montgomery GI Bill Kicker
• Cash Bonuses
where
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Panthers-
Patriots?
No Problem
BY STEVEZlPAY
Newsday
I.ATimes-Washington Post
News Service
So the Cats and the Pats aren't
exactly the Cowboys and 4gers
of old. And Super Bowl XXXVIII
doesn't have the star power of
-Peyton Manning or the old-
school appeal of the Eagles, a
matchup that TV executives
would have preferred.
Instead, CBS, which is tele-
vising the Super Bowl on Feb.
1, has been handed the teams
in the No. 6 U.S. TV market
and the No. 51 market. Is CBS
worried? Nah. In-game ads are
more than 90 percent sold, as
usual. and barring a blowout,
the teams don't matter that
much. The Super Bowl. in the
words of CBS Sports President
Sean McManus, "to a certain
extent, is bulletproof."
He's right. The hype will
kick in. It will still be the most
watched program of the year,
with about a 40 rating and 130
million people tuning in.
"If I had a choice between a
really competitive, close game
that went down to the last
play with two smaller-market
teams,orlarge-marketteamsin
a blowout, I'd take the competi-
tive and good game any day,"
McManus said.
Three years ago in Tampa,
Fla., the last time CBS televised
the game, the Baltimore Ravens
blew out the New York Giants.
The rating?
A 40.4.
Although fans -- including
this writer -- could do without
the two-week wait for the game,
McManus says that for CBS, the
extra time is a luxury for plan-
ning the four-plus hours of
pregame programming. It also
opens the doors for NFL fans
to catch up with the golf tours,
the NBA, the NHL and college
hoops.
Kudos to CBS and Fox for
, cutting back on the cablecams
, (CBS) and skycam (Fox) for live
action during the AFC and NFC
Championship Games. A week
ago, the above and behind-the-
QB angles were making me diz-
zy and, on some live shots, lost
, the ball. Memo to CBS: Please
don't use the camera on long
I field goals in the Super Bowl.
Limit it to replays for a different
perspective.
On Sunday, Fox kept up quite
well with the biggest story of
the NFC title game: Donovan
McNabb's painful rib injury.
There were numerous close-
ups of a, grimacing McNabb
on the field and a sideline shot
of- the quarterback, unable to
raise himself from the bench,
being helped up by teammates.
And the replays of two Eagles -
- wide receiverTodd Pinkston
and running back Duce Staley
-- changing pass routes that
led to interceptions were un-
derscored by scolding from Cris
Collinsworth and Troy Aikman.
CBS' announcers weren't af-
fected by the snowy weather
in Foxboro, but the equipment
was, causing several transmis-
sion problems in the AFC cham-
pionship telecast. Example:
With 2:26 left in regulation, CBS
missed the start of the Colts'
onside kick. CBS also was forced
to use a high stadium shot, ren-
dering a second-quarter kickoff
microscopic.
Games -- college sports es-
pecially -- are running longer,
stretching over allotted time.
ESPN and the rest of the net-
works with potential overlaps
need to build in more time.
1030 Broadway Ave.
Boise,ID 83706
1208l 345-0990
•
4348 Chrnden
Boise,ID 83714
(208l 322-7401
•
6899 Overland
8Q1~"ID 83709
IW8i 323-0606--
•
608-12th Ave. So.:
Nampajj;S3651 .
(2081461-3740
sandmire sees silver lining in
Broncos season opener,despile loss
BY AMBER FUGER
Sports Reporter
The Arbiter
The Bronco gymnastics
team lost the 2004 season
opener Friday night but still
managed to come out on
top, with the second high-
est opening score since
2000., The BYU Cougars
scored a strong 196.275 to
beat the Broncos and win
the Boise State-BYU dual.
Bronco head coach Sam
Sand mire isn't discouraged by
the loss, and sees this loss as
an opportunity to see where.
the team is and what they
need to do to improve.
"Just about everyone
stuck vault and we did
very well on the floor rou-
tines," said Sandmire.
Carla Chambers, a.k.a "the
stud," scored a 9.9 on vault
to finish in first place for that
event. Chambers scored a
9.825 on floor and was full
on beam with only one error.
"Chambers is well on her way
to breaking the all around
school record" Sandmire said.
Kea Cuaresma stepped
it up for the Broncos scor-
ing a 9.9 on floor and a 9.825
on vault. Sandmire antici-
pates a break out season
from Cuaresma, feeling con-
fident that she wlll witness
a perfect 10.0 vault score
from her talented gymnast.
Lindsey Thomas, the Broncos
anchor on beam, finished with
a 9.8 on her beam routine and
a 9.7 on bar. Sandmire said
Thomas' floor routine was
beautiful and exciting. Heidi
White, who just returned af-
ter having surgery on a torn
ACL, only had one break in her
bar routine scoring an 8.650.
The Broncos counted three
falls on beam losing a half of a
point for each. Sandrnire said
that in practice the team will
work on upgrading beam rou-
tines as well as putting pres-
sure on hitting their bar rou-
tines with cleaner precision.
"Improvement will come.
And on the bright side, we've
got those first meet jitters out
of the way," said Sandmire.
The Broncos will travel to
California Friday to compete
against Cal-St. Fullerton.
Sandmire will be choos-
ing the Bronco traveling
squad based on which gym-
ARBITER FILEPOTO
The Bronco gymnastics team might have lost the 2004 season opener, but coach Sandmire still looks for her squad to bounce
back with a win- and more importantly, yet another conference title.
nasts step it up in practice,
and those who stick their
beam routine with no falls.
Fullerton is the teams
first road opponent, and
Sandmire said she antici-
pates strong, clean, and
precise performances from
the Bronco traveling squad.
"The team handled their first
meet very well, and I am excit-
ed about their potential," said
Sandmire.
After working hard against
the Fullerton squad, the
Broncos can look forward to
a well- deserved day off on the
beaches in sunny California.
~~$-1+~·
'Any Small,. Large'or
FamilySize: ..Sar1d~ich
. (expirea 8~15.'()4) '«,
Brittany Biggs
climbing on 'Equipose'
route. Competed in
intermediate class
PHaro BY AUDREY
DESLER/THE ARBITER
2004 B 15E'sr lE
. .
BUCK OFF CLIMBING
CO PETITION
Twelve and under female
winners:
1. Emily filkins
Twelve and under male
winners:
1. David Arnold
Beginner female winners:
1. Chelsea Hutchinson
2. Audrey Desler
3. Kendra Greene
Beginner Male winners:
1. Jeremy Smith
2. Mike Perterson
3. Mitch Haralson
Intermediate female
winners:
1. Erin Bergery
2. Gretchen Gast
3. Brenda Carey
Intermediate male winners
1. Garret Meuser
2. Brad Hutchison
3. Ian Dobie
Advanced female winner:
1. Ali Andres
Advanced male winners:
1. Conrad Piper-Ruth
2. Mike Rishel
3.lohn Lavey
Carrie Fife, 28, Attending
the ISU Boise Center for
her second degree in nursing.
Her first competition
Competed in beginner category
PHaro BY EMILY DESLER/THE ARBITER
I
I
I
d
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Tracy Wilson, 23, English
& Communications major.
Hometown:Boise
"I think the wall is good, it's a
great facility."
Competed in Advanced category
PHaro BY EMILY DESLER/THE ARBITER
The Arbiter
is seeking a part time copy-editor
[experience preferred - must have work. study]
also wanted: writers for all sections
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Doctors· try to'
trace disease
that killed cal
basketball
player
BY MARTIN SNAPP
Knight Ridder Newspapers
(KRT)
BERKELEY, Calif. - The dis-
ease that killed University of
California Berkeley basketball
player Alisa Lewis on Monday
probably is not a risk to those
who had contact with her, but
university health officials who
don't know where or how she
was exposed, aren't taking any
chances.
As a precautionary measure,
the antibiotic Cipro has been
given to her boyfriend, team-
mates, coaches, roommates,
family - even players on the
Stanford squad, which Cal
played Friday.
"She didn't play, but she shook
hands with them after the
game," said Dr. Peter Dietrich,
medical director of University
Health Services. "It seemed like
the prudent thing to do."
That players may have been
sweaty after the game contrib-
uted to the decision.
Lewis, a 20-year-old reserve
forward, felt fine during the
game. But over the weekend
she experienced the sudden
onset of what Dietrich called
"classic symptoms of bacterial
meningitis" - headache, skin
rash, high fever, stiff neck and
vornitlng.
Her boyfriend took her to
Kais~r Medical Center in
Oakland, Calif., early Monday
morning. She died a few hours
later.
About five percent of the gen-
. eral population carries the bac-
terium without showing symp-
toms and will never get sick,
said infectious diseases expert .
Dr. Arthur Reingold, chairman
of epidemiology at University of .
California Berkeley's School of
Public Health. But the carriers
can spread it to others, usually
by sneezing, coughing, kiss-
ing, or sharing cups and eating
utensils.
Both doctors said the pub-
lie has little to fear. "This bac-
teriumcan't last outside the
body longer than two minutes,"
Reingold said. "It doesn't get
spread by casual contact.
The best inthe west;
BSU track runs circles
around competition
BY TREVOR HORN
Sports Reporter
The Arbiter
Coming off an impres-
sive performance at the
Bandanna Invitational last
weekend, the Bronco indoor
track and field team will take
part in the Western Indoor
Classic Saturday at the Idaho
Sports Center in Nampa, be-
ginning at 10 a.m.
Boise State isn't wasting
any time this season, jump-
ing right in, taking on some
top-notch schools in only the
second weekend of regular
season competition.
Stanford and the University
of Arizona will be two
of the top teams coming
in, along with Northwest
Nazarene University, Mt. San
Antonio College, Idaho State
University and CSLA.
The Bronco squad is com-
ing off a very impressive out-
ing, winning 12 events during
the Bandanna Invitational.
Junior College transfer
Mattias Ions set a Bronco re-
cord in the men's 3S-pound
weight throw. His record-
breaking throw was an im-
pressive 60' 1l.2S". Ions, a
native of Sweden, broke a
Bronco record that had previ-
ously held for three years.
Two-time WAC champion
Abbey Elsberry will be look-
ing to post another stellar
performance Saturday.
Ellsberry, a Meridian native,
helped the women's team to
four victories, winning the
20-pound weight throw.
The other winners on the
women's side were Miruna
Mataoanu, who set an NCAA
provisional qualifying mark
of S'-10", and Stacy Bolstad.
Bolstad posted a time of 9.20
in the second heat of the 60-
meter hurdles, and in the
4x400-meter relay, with a
time of3:S2.7S.
The Bronco men's team
ran circles around the com-
petition, posting eight wins,
along with the record setting
performance by Ions, Antoine
Echols came away as the only
double winner last weekend,
taking away the top spot in
the 200 and 400-meter dash-
es.
However, the level of com-
petition will be much stron-
ger this weekend, as Stanford,
and head coach Robert Weir
come to town. Last month
Weir was invited to be a
coach on the U.S. team for
the 200S World Outdoor
Championships in Helsinki,
Finland.
Arizona's team will be see-
ing their first action this
season, but their pole-vault-
ing team did travel to Reno
two weeks ago to compete
in the Northwest Pole Vault
Summit.
The Bronco squad will look
to improve their times in
the familiarity of the Idaho
Sports Center, while showing
that they indeed belong with
the best in the west.
I
I
I
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Career Center Services
Call: (208) 426-1747 to make an appointment-
-or-
Visit our website at http://carcer.boisestatc.cdu
Career Planning
Major Exploration
Job-Search Advising
Internship Information
Interview Training
Job Listings
Resume & Cover-Letter
Assistance
-rrEP UPAND INTO YOUR O\XIN...
Private
Suite
TheCUedll*
QUADS ON THE PARK
208.336.8787
MINIMIZE YOUR LIVING EXPENSES
MAXIMIZE YOUR LIVING BENEFITS
Shared Kitchen includes Micro",ave & Dishvvasher***Furnished Dining & Uving Room***Patio or Balcony***Computer Room ",ith High Speed DSL
• get an instant Quote! .'~f:j*i.$~~~~·!""
• receive instant policy acceptance/rejection online
• policy mailed direct to you within two business days
NO AGENT NEEDED, ACCESS:
WWW.JOHNALDENSTM.COM
ENTER WRITING AGENT #MOg02
COMPLETE \XIITH:
Telephone Une***Built-in Slnk,IVanity***Double Mirrored Closet***.Cable T.V. Outiet***Personal Food Pantry
2 Blocks to BSU***At the Entrance of
Ann Morrison Park***Gated-Entry Access***Laundry Facilities
i THURSDAY IS BSU NIGHT!
sttow Ybur stu8ent.-1
for ~5 off a spa rf)or{1
•
"Come sit in
after hitting
OUR HOURS ARE:
9AM - 9PM: MON-THURS
gAM -10PM: FRI-SAT
1PM - 8PM: SUNDAY
our hot tubs
the slopes!".
Reservations:
2405 Bogus Basin Rd.
Call: 333-8827
Send an email to
.contest@arbiteronline.com
and tell us why you should
win a Bogus Basin Ski Pass.
Weill put your name into
a drawing.
If your name is chosen,
you'll win a ski pass for the
remainder of the season.
Just another way to win with
the Arbiter. Keep reading
for more chances to winl
{'.
I';
·.•...-... -.
345-8104 ext. 105
editor@arblteronllae.com
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Bush's.
salvo
from the
right
LOS ANGELES TIMES
It's an election year: For an incumbent presi-
dent, that usually means a shift to the middle
of the political spectrum. Bill Clinton, running
for re-election in 1996, edged rightward with
his declaration that the era of big government
was over. But Bush broke those expectations
Tuesday. He brought forth an unapologetic
conservatism. From his defiant defense of
the invasion and occupation of Iraq to his un-
abashed push for tax cuts that create billions of
dollars in deficits, Bush was unswerving.
His real accomplishment was a persuasive
delivery of a good speech that sent a steady
message: "I'm the boss. I'm unafraid to do
what needs doing. Stick with me." And the less
a listener let the facts get in the way, the more
effective the speech became.
On Iraq, he focused on the removalofSaddam
Hussein, which of course drew heavy applause
__ but he didn't mention that U.S. weapons
inspection teams have failed to find nuclear,
chemical or biological weapons; their immi-
nent threat was sold as a major reason for going
to war. In last year's State of the Union speech,
Bush said U.S. intelligence estimated that
Saddam had materials to produce "as much as
500 tons of sarin, mustard and VXnerve agent"
and had "upwards of 30,000 munitions capable
of delivering chemical agents."
"We will never seck a permission slip to de-
fend the security of our country," Bush said
Tuesday. Again, a powerful line - - but America
never has and never should ask permission to
defend itself. The question was whether a pre-
emptive strike in Iraq was the best way for the
United States to defend itself.
Beyond its constitutional requirement,
Bush's State of the Union speech was the un-
official kickoff of his re-election campaign.
He returned to the theme of "compassionate
conservatism" that he sounded in his 2000
campaign -- only this time, he redefined it. In
2000, it meant pushing for education reforms
to aid poor children. In 2004, it means more
than good schools, it also means elevating the
imagined threat of gay marriage to a priority
worthy of a specific mention in the president's
annual address, then quickly adding that ev-
eryone has "dignity and value" -- code for:
Gays are people too.
How unfortunate that gang wars in urban
centers or the crushing financial burdens be-
ing felt by state and local governments in fight-
ing the war on terrorism went unmentioned in
Bush's speech and thus were seen by the presi-
dent as less critical to the national well-being.
There were recommendations on educa-
tion, health care and prisons worth further
discussion. But those issues weren't the point
of Tuesday's speech. As Bush and his advisers
recognize, the unexpected win by Sen. John F.
Kerry in the Iowa caucuses may well portend a
protracted battle among the Democratic can-
didates that will produce not only a seasoned
contender but also a clearer, more persuasive
opposition than exists now.
Bush's address was the start of what should
be the most serious, substantive debate over
domestic and foreign policy in 20 years. Bush
offered himself as the president who slays ter-
rorism, kills taxes and saves traditional values.
While the facts of the matter may get in the
way, it's a smart strategy for re-election.
This editorial appeared in Wednesday's Los
Angeles Times:
This Island, 'Idaho By M.Flinn
The Arbiter
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tudents take back seat
when it comes to parking
"Looking on the web page of the Parking Department under reservations you will find it
costs the BAA about $150 dollars to reserve the Stadium lot. It is disappointing to see Boise
State sell out the students for such a small dollar amount."
BY JAMES SKAGGS
Special to The Arbiter
During a game the spaces allotted to the dorm park-
ing is cut in half forcing the residents to play musi-
cal parking spaces. Those who don't find a space are
forced to take their vehicle as far away as the adminis-
tration parking lot.
When you compare the difference In sources of rev-
enue for the Parking Department it breaks down with
seven home games next year bringing in $1050 for the
use of those resident parking spots.
According to Director of Parking Jared Everett, earli-
er in the fall semester the department had sold 379 per-
mits for a lot, which only has 351 spaces. 100 of those
spaces are currently being used for the construction of
the new dorms leaving only 251 spaces for the 379 cars
that have permission to park in them.
About 100 cars are forced to move so the BAAcan use
part ofthe residents parking for each home game. The
permits for those 100 cars brings in $6,900 in revenue
for the Parking Department, which is over six times the
amount the BAAbrings to the picture.
The students need to rally and join the Campus
Parking Club and challenge the BAA for their territory.
This year the BAAwas able to handle the games with-
out those 100 spaces being used by the construction
crew. I say if the students rally we can get those 100
spaces added for resident use on game day.
If students join the Campus Parking and we are able
to gain support, than we can make recommenda-
tions to the parking advisory board to have a few rules
changed which would make students first priority - not
second-class.
Students often complain about the parking situ-
ation, which continually gets worse as Boise State's
enrollment climbs. However I don't see the students
protesting in masses or drafting petitions seeking any
type of change. The students let out a collective sigh
every time the price of permits increases, but I wonder
where the students were during the decision process.
A'group of students has formed the Campus Parking
Alliance and are working on becoming an officially
recognized club. I was elected by the current mem-
bers to be president and work on improving the cur-
rent situations.
I have a couple of questions, which should be asked
by students. Why does the Parking Department charge
a special rate for the garage permit when they built
the structure on top of general permit spaces? Why
does the Bronco Athletic Association get a standing
invitation on just about every parking lot east of the
Administration lot during the football season?
The second question is the first problem the club ad-
dress. Idon't see the logic in selling resident parking
permits to students and tell them they have a reserved
lot in front of Chaffee Hall, except for the days the
Parking DepartmeIlt decides to have them moved in
order to cater to large events like football.
Looking on the web page of the Parking Department
under reservations you will find it costs the BAA about
$150 dollars to reserve the Stadium lot. It is disap-
pointing to see Boise State sell out the students for
such a small dollar amount. This fee covers an area
where the resident students of Driscoll, Morrison, and
Chaffee Hall park their vehicles.
Skaggs is president of Campus Parking Alliance and student lobby-
istfor ASBSU
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HEADACHES?
Suffering From Headaches?
- Youmight have a TMJ problem.
Gur4(DS,'"
. Gal/'-87-§-1.g1·2-New-fer:-a-limitecJ4im
offer of $1 exam and bitewing x-rays.
New patients only.
XRAYSIN OffiCE USEONLY. NON-TRANSFElIABLE. EXPIRES12131/03
COME CELEBRATEBSU's FIFTH ANNUAL WINTER FORMAL
J~"U~~V~Ont 2004 gPffi·12.nffi Hit ~OI~tT~~INDOOT
TICKETS ON SALE AT THE -
INFO DESK IN THE SUB SINGLE: $6
ALL STUDENT'SiNVIffD-' - -COUELE:UO.
PHOTOGRAPHER AVAILABLE
TO CAPTURE THE SPECIAL EVENT JI";
SPONSORED BY REsIDENCE HALL ASSOqATION
1973 Volvo 4 Dr. New Cherry sleigh bed. 3 bdrm (or the price o( Roommate to share FUN, EXCmNO AND
Tires, New Fuel Pump, Solid wood. New-in-box. 2 in quiet bench location, 3bd/2ba home in Kuna.
body in good condo Not Value $,850, sacrifice large units, I story and 2 No pets/smoke. Willing
EXHILARAnNO NOW BroncoJobs
running, but not far from $295. Call888·1464 story. Roommate friendly to take mom wI I child.
QUALIFIES AS A ...,,,-,..,.
it. $500/0b0342·7691 & pet friendlyl Starting at $300/mo. + dep. 631-
JOB DESCRIPTION
Queen pillow top
mattress set. Brand new,
only $545 call Ted 1654 Bi!tt? 01{Pr0'1 Ersg!D.1?
1976 Volkswagen Bug, at 345-4334 or visit
Pafed. H::IN 00C1i uslrg ya.r
Primer, No Rust, Runs.
still in plastic. Must sell WW.PARKLANE.COM Room for Rent. $350/mo
taEl1S to tIlIp speOO tt-e Looking for 8job to while you are a
$522.31 Call 850-2754
$159. Can deliver. 866- Ya'd Itxll! Red 9Jl?
f
7476
includes all utilities! . begin your sales· & student, Career
•
1.5 miles from BSU on Wiira~fa'~ Opportunities, or
I
1989 Range Rover fully Bench. Internet included,
lID tig-ly rrdivIm:I pecpe marketing experience?
I
loaded, great condition.
5-Plece Cherry lots of room. 631-7878
to jdn tt-e Red 9Jl M:lile ....y- Internships? !
$4800. More details on
Bedroom set. Brand-new Ens'gfTeem Ya.r~-lirre
!
w.boiseusedautos.com/
in box. Retail $1450, Lakeview wlWD looking
jcb wll 00 to tit the slrllEm CBJI Brady Bt
3718. Call 866-3979.
sacrifice $395. Call 888·
MJYOOrljllf1l3lllfW1ellMlr irs
! I
for MIF roommate to IllElClOO. PI.WJ1<, a sctI:n, a 345-8204 ext 108
i
1464
\
share 2 bdrm apt. w/many tt-e I1Il\ en the roOO, ~II g:l for mote info.
,
1991 Nlssan Stanza amenities. S323.50/mo.
~1ID~ln
!
ENGL 101 Don Murray
\
Excel. Condo Lifetime Call Angie @336-8618
sead1d peepe \'.to nigt 00
'.I
warr. On clutch/starter,
"Write to Learn" used tira:J lID Inreed d llI1EIIW.
Make $$S taking onliue L
new battery/brakes/tires,
book. Good condition. Aax.Pe d rUes. YoostWd
surveys. Earn SI0-$125
S25 obo. 830-3114.
for Surveys. Earn $25-
i
CD 860-3788
00 a Iea& 18,taw a lPJd L
aMrlj rtm'd lID 00 Iijato S250 for Focus Groups, I
1997 Honda Civic DX.
2 Stanton Direct Drive v.ak fleldI:/etnJs, IrdLdrg
www.cash4students,coml
i
.Red, low miles, 74K.
turntables. Fair condition.
YoeekInls 1ID9JI3l"irg;.EU idbsu,
[
Great condition. S7500 or
Great for beginner DJs. Clean 2bdllba
MAKE UP TO $75 per rrosl~. yoostn.ld I
best offer. 208-308-3905.
SIOO. Call Pat 344-1640. townhouse near BSU
hour working from home. 00 ch:v'n1rljllD rrdiv!t81 FTIPT Openings
includes wId, d/w, some Visit www.9832.coiml If lIis scmls IikB fu1, yoo ClJ1
2000 Toyota Tacoma
util, swimming pool & 9059 cb.v'Io:lllll iWicaIi<rl a
FlexibleSchedules l.
grounds keepking. No
"
VMW.recnilrecbJlmtcom GreatHesumeExp.
II,
414, extended cab, V-6 smoke/pets.
DESIGNYOUROWN "
fully loaded. $14,500/0bo $550/mo. + S225/dep. CAREER Red Bull> SCHEDULE $12. guar. base-appL Ii
429-6696 or 863-9460 Female roommate 938-9598 RESOURCES Can help
EVENINQ.nd WEEKEND
ii
~
HDUIlS AVAILASLE CustomerSales/Service
:1
wanted to share 2 with: Resumes, career
Italian leather couch bedroom home near
F Roommate wanted in
We need enthusiastic NoexpoNecessary!WeTmin
{,
and loveseat for sale! Broadway. S250/mo.
2bd duplex apt. $275/mo. and interview coaching,
ENERGY DRINK Individuals withexcellont vorbal 8kllls.
Brand new, still in plastic. + some utilities. Call
+ S200 dep, pets ok with interest testing. 10 years Therapy Technician
Work 20-40 houl'8 ScholarshipsPossible
Retail $2450, sacrifice Amanda 424-8879.
deposit. Call Rachel 331- experience. Call 867-
perwoek. !'
0464
Community Partnerships • P.ld mining ')=1-'
$899. Call 888-1464
2122 or email is looking for therapy •ee.uaJ environment
Room (or rent In SV/ GREAT STUDENT marciakl@aol.com technicians too work one
• Fle.lbIe ooIlodul.
Mattress Set, Full Size Boise. New home. 3
RATE ILarge 2bdllba on one with adults and $8.00 I hr
Brand New in package. car garage. 1/3 util. 6
for only $500/mo. WI children w/disabilities.
Please call for
. Sacrifice $99. Call 866-
month lease. No deposit cov'd parking, wId I
more Infonnatlon
required. Call 375·8243. hookups, wood burning I' I
Enjoy the 658-4888
7476
rewards of helping adults
f/p, wlpoollhot IlIl1lpaybsdJod,\lbte)'WllM and children gain greater
King size plllow top
MIF Roommate wanted, tub/sauna. Roommates
~ 3'1 tbysayeal Bartenders Trainees
3BD/lBa House off
CDllegeBenlflt,lnclude: independence in daily
mattress set Brand new in Broadway, close to BSU.
welcome. Call Amy @ o S776.OO pIIInri living. Training provided, Needed.S250/day
bag. Must sell $225. Can $210+ Util. 866-2069 or
322-4339 or Tammy olbll1l11di1krd~1M PT & FT hours available. Potential. Local
deliver. 866-7476 429-6696
@ 761-9696 or o10,IXllSldnlolllsiopdd $6.50 - $7.00 depending Positions. 1-800-293-
--- Plus: ---
www.parklaneco.com lid IX*! S220lll bhllllllllOllloml on experience. Please
3985 ext 223
Italian Leather Couch, F Roommate Needed
pili rrdJ axm*nIttl hl Apply at: Community
loveseat and center table, ASAP for 3/bd Apt. I blk
New 2bdl2.5 bath wi 2 ~ Imrt HaIiJd Gun Partnerships 3076 N. Drug Testing Company
only 3 months old and fiom BSU. Live wi fun
car garage for rent. Near AdditionalSigningBonul Five Mile Road Boise, currently hiring sales
BSU, wid included.
_ 13000 • $1000
worth S1700. S1100/0bo. athletic girls for S220/mo. .b.863-3516Dr373-721e 10 83713 208-376-4999 positions 15-20Ihrslwk.
Call 860-3788 + Util. 342-3484
724-2465 AAIEOE Competitive pay. CallJeff@884-4100
A1'Hnu ['J c.r v 1 d~'':'l
FREE ATTORNEY
CONSULTATIONS
426-1·140
withalooal
private lawyer for
most Isgal problsms
you IllllYhave, lnoludIng
dlvoroe/famlly law
le.ndlord problems
ohlld custody and
ohlld support
oolleotlon and dept
problema
personal !Iijury and
Insuranos
workmen's oompensatlon
olalms
DUl/orlmlnal
EGG DONORS NEEDED!
Compensation S3500+.
Bright, Attractive and
Healthy. For more Info,
call 949-940-9163 or
email: baby-
miraclesED@aol.com
or visit:
www.baby-miracles.com
Mothers and Others,
Stay home, lose weight,
muke money. Lose 2-8
Pounds every week. For
'Info email:
julieshealthmart@yahoo.
com or call
1-888-658-0590
EGG DONORS
NEEDED. 4000+
Are you a female
between the ages of21-
297 Coast to Coast Egg
Donation is looking
for donors. We are
always seeking donors
of different ethnicities
but currently have a high
demand for intelligent,
blond hair, blue
eyes and between the
height of5'5 and 5'11.
For more information,
please log on to our
website at
www.coasttocoasteggcc
nation. com or call 208-
634-9774 and ask for
Tabitha.
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Arbiter classified advertisments are free to students. To
place an ad call 345-8204 x100 or come to the office at
. 1605 University Drive (across from the S.U.B)
lQN STUDENTS EMPLOYED BY BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY AND
. £AIMING "EXEMPT" FROM INCOME TAXWITHOLDING
il#,,~;~~~~p~on fro~ incomet~. ~tholding on their W-4 nee.d t file a new W-4 to continue to be exempt from
ItY
O
llc1aulieci,exemptfor 2003, and want to continue to be exempt in 2004, aW-4 for 2004 needs to be recieved in
~i:si:tY::,flayrqll()ffice(AdministrationBuilding Room 218) by February 15, 2004. If aW-4 for 2004 (claiming exempt) is
."pe.,~um.~lcl~atthe single rate with zero holding allowances. This will take effect with the February 27th paycheck.
if ......~laiJilex~mptJl'om income taxes on your W-4 for 2003, your witholding allowances will remain the same .
. ", t,.:'''';'({''Wi4F'cirin~areaV~i1able'in Hum~ Resource Services (Administration Buildingroom 218).
',... ""!~.:'\.::;~:~tt'~:}.;.j.L,~~,.~ll,:;~.!:"::.:L:....:i·L:"i ..;.··.Shl?tydyou~ave questions, please call PayrollServices at 426-3433 or 426-3739.
DILBERT
O I-..;.A.;.;;I.;..;R.;..;PO;.;R.;..T;..S.;.;E;.;C;.;;U.;.;R.;.;ITY';";"'--11
PLEASE REI'\OVE 'YOUR" t
JACKETS AND SHOES.
'--
'PLEASE REI'\OVE
'YOUR EPIDERI'\AL
LA'YER AND PUT IT
IN A PLASTIC BAG.
IT IS A FEDERAL
CRII'\E TO I'\ENTlON
THE I'\OVIES"ISHTAR ..
. "GLITTER' OR"GIGLI:
Cancer Uune 22-July 22)
Today is a 7 ..Paperwork may not be
your favorite way to spend your time,
but the more ofit you untaiJgle now,
the better off you'll be. 'I'Itink ofit as a
game.
Leo (July23·Aug. 22) "
Today Is a 7 -You may be tuckered
out by now; but that's nothing to be
ashamed of. Hand over the reins to an
expert. and let him or her care for you
for awhile.
VIrgo (Aug.23-5eRt.22)
'Ib<fuy Is a 7 -Your focus should be
entirely on the job in front of you. and
on the other work you'll get from that
Don't waste any time.
Ubra(Sept.23-Oct.22) ..
Todavis an 8 •ThIs could be a remark-
able iIa~The topic is fa1ling in love.
You coUld do itmanytim'es. in ~
ways, evenwith some folks you doDt
like.ThIs is good
~()c;tr23.Nov.2l) .
1bdayIs a 6 ..Focus on a household·
project Letyourfamily's needs take
priority. DO It for them, and you'll be
ao~ltforyow:Jelt too.. t>' .
B()]{{}S( ;o:eEu...e-S---
Sasdttarius (Nov. 22-Dee. 21)
To<lay is an 8 -Let your bOss and your
financial advisor tell you what to study
next. They'll have a broader ~rspec-
live on what's ~oing to be profitable
and what wont be.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Today is a 6 -Valuables could pour
into your coffers through no extra work
of)'!>ur own. GraciouslY accept the
pa)rbackyou have coming.
Aquarius Uan.20-Feb.18)
Today Is an 8..Remember your habit
of thinking thin~ over. Don't be too
impetuous. You re getting a lot of
attention now. DoIi't let it go to your
head
PIsces (Peb.19-Marc:h20)
Today is a 6 ..Hide out inyour room
and do paperwOrk. Get tliatstack of
stuffwlilttleddown. Yoursubcon-
scious Is t.rying to send you Iimessage.
It's hidden in there. .
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Crossword
9 Extreme
poverty
10 Adam's mate
11 Alva or Delano.
e.g.
12 "Gunga Din"
setting
13 Pr~pared fgr
action
21 Word before or
alter pack
22 OfIshoot groups
26 Comic Silvers
27 Observe
Ramadan
28SSS
classification
DOWN 29 Lacking sanction
1 Dancer Verdon 31 COaster
2 Plumb crazy 34 Actress Garr .
3 Goofs up . 36 At any time
4 Neither actlve 37 Contradict 48 Churchillian 58 Blind strip
nor passive 39 Views gestures' 59 State of two of
5 Went over 40 Loafed 50 Exec. order the Quad Ciues
again ._ . 42 Apple-pie oider 51 Reliable 60 Front of the
6 Slur over . . 45 Form of a . 52 Plano piece? calf
7fndlan·beanlree· . chemical . 53 New'/brkclty 61 Hil,thehOrh
8 particle "e1emel'it.,.m~C::-"S.3-PomPOI~. !l-f(,lQS:c---h"':"-"'-~
ACROSS
1 Valley
5 Post-game
.summary
10 Kuwaiti leader
14 Had on
15 Make joyful
16 Creeper
17 Stocking shade
18 Discover by
chance
19 Icelandic saga
20 16th-century
.astrologer
23 Performed
24 Art stand
25 Sio-mo event
27 Down for
punting
30 Lover of Eros
32 _ Arbor. MI
33 list-ending wds.
35 Like a fork
36 Shore
41 Put Into
shackles
43 Recorded
44 Take the bus
46 Adult males
47 Spinal-column
support
49 Blood conduit
52 Pocketbooks
54 Plarul mammal
56 Ike sWWII
command
57 Differentiate
62 Opera star
64 Earth model
65 NYC area
66 Suit toppers
67 Backs of necks
66 Gemini half
69 Fellas
70 Reverses a
deletion
71 Tug violently
ByUndac. Black
1fibune Media Seroices
Today's Birthday Uan. 22).
You'lfhave to endure a lot of stress this
year, but it will cauSe you to become
more decisive and more detennined
to succeed. You'll win in the end But
don't take on this challenge alone. Get
help from a creative team.
Aries (Mnrch21-AprilI9)
Today is an 8 -You and yout friends
completely Wlderstand each other
now. Make plans and schemes and
lists of what you want to accomplish.
You're hot
Taurus (April20-May20)
Today is a"" •ThIs time, you'd do best
to use a roundabout route to reach
your g<?als.The gate ~u want to go
throlighis being gualded bya big
monster. Soften liim or herup fust
Gerillnl(May21-June21) .
ThdaY~8 ~You're full ofvim and
~r. That'll goOd; OUt the J!l1th ahead
isn't ciear. Be ca;:eful not to hurt a
sensit1Vepet!lOn's feelings. And don't
taU< too much. -. / .
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